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New Book Uses Popular Movies As Guide
to Estate Planning
Bloomberg BNA announced the publication of “Art of the Estate Tax Return, Second
Edition – Estate Planning at the Movies,” which provides in-depth tax analysis and
strategic counsel by connecting well-known motion pictures to practical estate
planning and
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Bloomberg BNA announced the publication of “Art of the Estate Tax Return, Second
Edition – Estate Planning at the Movies,” which provides in-depth tax analysis and
strategic counsel by connecting well-known motion pictures to practical estate
planning and compliance.  Written by attorney, award-winning author, and lecturer
Keith Schiller, the book enhances tax professionals’ practice by providing strategic
analysis for preparation, presentation, and post-�ling defense and advocacy with
tax-saving results.

“We are excited to publish this book and continue our longstanding relationship
with Keith Schiller, whose decades of experience and insights are of great bene�t to
tax professionals,” said Margret Hullinger, Vice President and Group Publisher, Book
Division, Bloomberg BNA.  “This unique book is updated with the latest events in
estate and gift taxation and provides practitioners a comprehensive guide to the
estate tax return.”

“I am thrilled to collaborate on this publication with Bloomberg BNA so it reaches
an even broader audience of tax practitioners,” said Schiller.  “I look forward to
continuing to work with Bloomberg BNA, a provider of a wealth of resources that
helps estate provide practical and essential guidance to their clients.”

For more information on this book and to order a copy, visit here. 

The book, along with Bloomberg BNA’s Estates, Gifts and Trusts Portfolios Library
and its range of tax research and management solutions, offers estate tax
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practitioners the in-depth analysis of key issues necessary for developing and
implementing the best estate planning and trust administration strategies. Estate
Planning At The Movies is the registered trademark of Keith Schiller.
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